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What is Slack?
• Slack is a cloud-based messaging app for teams
• Available across a range of devices and platforms
– Web browser interface
http://ibm.slack.com/
– Desktop clients for
– macOS
– Windows
– Linux (beta)

I am going to
show you these
two today

– Mobile apps for
– iOS
– Android
– Windows Phone (beta)

• History
– Created by Flickr co-founder Stewart Butterfield
– Launched in August 2013
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Channels
• For organizing team conversations
• A channel can represent a project, a topic, a team,
or similar
• Public channels
– Everyone has a transparent view of what’s going on

• Private channels
– For sensitive information
– For a closed set of team members
– Participation with invitation only, no one else can see
or join private channels

• You can join/leave a channel
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Image source: https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/article_attachments/203675978/blog2.png

Workspaces
• You can log in to multiple workspaces
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Image source: self-created screenshot

Messages and Mentions
• By default, you can edit or delete your sent messages
– However, workspace owners can turn off this ability or limit editing to a time
frame

• Mention someone in a message with @verena
– By typing “@” plus their name
– By clicking the @ icon in the right of the message input box and selecting
the name
– That person gets a specific notification and their @mention appears
highlighted for them

• @channel sends a notification to all members in the channel
– Caution: Notifications are sent to all members in the channel whether they
are active or away

• @here notifies the members in a channel who are currently active
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Direct Messages and Calls
• Direct messages
– To another person or to a small group
of people
– For more focused conversations

• Calls
– Voice or video call easily possible
from any channel (group call) or
direct message (one-on-one call)
– Screen sharing possible
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Image sources: self-created screenshots

Formatting
• Bold text with asterisks
– Well, this is a *bold statement*.

• Italicized text with underscores
– My _spidey sense_ tells me I'll have to skip lunch today.

• New line with \n or <SHIFT>+<ENTER>
– The spent cents are tails\nI'll never see wag again.

• Inline code with grave accents (`) around it
– We should be concerned if the variable value for `radioactive` is `true`.

• Code block with three accents ``` before and after the block
– ```A short self-referential message we're sending in JSON```
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Threads
• Threads
– Let you respond directly to a message in a channel
– Keep the replies organized
neatly in a single, threaded
conversation
– For example, for side
conversations

– View new replies by clicking the “All Threads” view
at the top of your channel list
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Image sources: self-created screenshot (left), https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/article_attachments/115002309128/threads2.png (right)
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Emojis and Emoji Reactions
• Add an emoji to your message
– By selecting from the emoji menu
– By typing an emoji code

• Emoji reactions
– You can react to messages with emojis
– For any purpose: e.g., voting, checking
off to-do items, showing excitement, or just for fun
– Mouse over a message and click the
“Add a reaction icon”
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Image sources: https://get.slack.help/hc/article_attachments/115014882706/emoji-autocomplete__1_.png
https://get.slack.help/hc/article_attachments/115014883106/emoji-menu.png
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Sharing Files and Snippets
Files:
• You can share files via Slack
– Both in channels and direct messages

• Simply drop your file, image, PDF, document, or spreadsheet into the
chat window to upload it
– Slack asks you to add an optional comment for any uploaded file

Snippets:
• Snippets are a quick, easy way to share bits of code, configuration
files, or log files
• To create a snippet
– Click the + symbol and select “Code or text snippet”
– Or: Copy & paste a larger piece of text into the chat window
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Notification Settings
• Via email or pop-up
• Notifications can be customized
–
–
–
–

For all messages
For direct messages
For mentions
For your own keywords

• Individual settings
– For your computer or mobile device
– For specific channels

• Silence
– You can mute individual channels
– You can set a “do not disturb” schedule
– You can snooze notifications
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Image source: https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/article_attachments/201573218/image08.png

Additional Settings
• Edit your profile
– Set your (display) name
– Add a profile photo
– Change how names are displayed (full name vs. display name)

• Sidebar
– Show all channels vs. only unread ones
– List private channels separately
– “Show all unread” entry

• Unread messages
– When you view a channel: Start where you left off vs. start with newest
message
– Mark channel/messages as read vs. leave unseen messages unread
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Additional Help with Slack at IBM
• Additional help on how to use Slack on the official Slack website
– https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/categories/200111606-Using-Slack

• IBM-internal tutorials and additional help
– https://whitewater.ibm.com/tools/slack?tab=training

• IBM-internal Slack channel #slack-at-ibm
–
–
–
–

Discuss using Slack at IBM
Ask Slack-related questions
Share things you learn
Training material
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Thank You
Verena Henrich
verena.henrich@de.ibm.com
@verenahenrich
linkedin.com/in/verenahenrich
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